
#First Letter of Your
Name

AOIFE 4 ENTS
 
 

Hi! My name is Aoife Gilleece.  Born and raised in Sligo where I lived my whole
life until I moved to the big city, Dublin. I am a first-year studying MEELC, and I
would love to be the JCR's next Ents Officer. Whilst we all enjoyed this year's
events, my goal is to ensure that next year is even more jam-packed. If you vote

AOIFE 4 ENTS, I will make sure that there are lots of exciting and cost-
affordable events each month.

#Disposable Pub Crawl #Black Light Party #RAG Week

#Foam Night 

Leave your phones at
home and capture the

night through a
disposable film

camera 

#Bingo

Enjoy a fun night
of bingo in a local
pub. Winners get
an €100 bar tab 

Night w/ foam. Nuff said In case the
person you're
shifting forgets

your name 

Halls gym
becomes a

black light rave
for one night
and one night

only

Bring Rag Week to
Halls!!!!

#Capture the Flag

Get to know your house
better with an inter-
house competition 

#12 Pubs of Christmas 

#Rice Purity Decade
Night 

If your score is
23, our outfits

can match 

Pints on the JCR
for whoever is left

standing 



Coming from a small town to a big city like Dublin
allowed me to experience events ranging in size

and scope.  For me, events are one of the best ways
to meet people and make friends in a new

environment. I want to ensure that JCR events are
an ever-present part of the Halls experience.

Working in a hotel for two years, I have experience
organising and running a wide variety of events.

I believe my passion for partying would allow me to
thrive in this position! 

 

Inclusive events including non-alcoholic ones that
appeal to those who don't drink as well as those

who do. 
 

 Lowering costs to make sure events remain
affordable and attainable for all residents and to
ensure that everyone is able to party all year long! 

 
Working with Welfare to make sure everyone has

someone to go to and a way home from Halls
events. I want to organise a shuttle home from the
15 bus route on JCR nights out to ensure everyone

gets home safely.  

 

To increase first-year engagement, I want to
establish an Ents committee in the first week and
ensure they are involved in the planning of all

events. I also want to collaborate with the
Communications and Marketing Officer to conduct
Instagram polls about event locations, music, and

themes. 
 

The best events are the ones that everyone is
excited about!

 
I also want to collaborate with the Secretary in

organising Hall Ball, using my experience in event
planning to make it even more enjoyable and

inclusive! 
 

I hope to work with the Sports Officer to plan events
ranging from watch parties at Mother Reilly's to day

trips to Croke Park.
 

 
 
 

#Experience

#Collaborations

#Fun for Everyone


